First Call for Papers

The "SpeD 2011" Organizing Committee invites you to attend the 6th Conference on Speech Technology and Human-Computer Dialogue, at Brașov, Romania. "SpeD 2011" will bring together academics and industry professionals from universities, government agencies and companies to present their achievements in speech technology and related fields.

Organized by

University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest
(Faculty of Electronics, Telecommunications and Information Technology)

Institute for Computer Science - Romanian Academy, Iași Branch

Transilvania University of Brașov

Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence

Under the Aegis of

Romanian Academy - Section of Information Science and Technology

Technical sponsorship

IEEE

The European Association for Signal and Image Processing (EURASIP)

Topics


Preliminary Schedule

Notification of participation and brief proposal submission (title, authors, abstract, contact information for the presenter): January 10, 2011.

Submission of camera-ready papers (information for authors will be provided on the Conference WEB site): January 30, 2011.

Notification of acceptance and reviewers’ comments: February 25, 2011

Submission of final papers: March 15, 2011

Conference: May 18-21, 2011